INTRODUCTION {#S1}
============

Neuroligins are postsynaptic cell-adhesion molecules that interact with presynaptic neurexins to shape synaptic properties in robust and complex ways^[@R1]--[@R3]^. Interest in elucidating the specific functions of neuroligins has been stimulated by their genetic association with neuropsychiatric diseases, most notably autism spectrum disorders (ASD)^[@R1],[@R4]--[@R6]^. Despite decades of work, however, controversies remain about specific functions of neuroligins (reviewed in [@R7]). The inconsistencies in results from experiments that study neuroligins have legitimate biological causes (e.g. studying different synapses in different preparations; performing neuroligin manipulations at different ages), but may also partly be due to the methods used. Knockdown approaches using shRNAs or microRNAs as well as overexpression approaches provide valuable information but suffer from inherent limitations. By definition, knockdown approaches do not eliminate all of the targeted proteins and often have off-target effects. Overexpression of proteins may cause targeting of proteins inappropriately such that the observed effects do not necessarily reflect the functions of the endogenous protein. Similarly, constitutive knockouts (KOs) of neuroligins provide information about their absolute necessity but are potentially compromised by developmental compensation, which may hinder functional analyses. Finally, many studies on neuroligins used dissociated cultured neurons or slice cultures, preparations that are generated from developing brains and exhibit on-going synaptogenesis with altered target specificity and thus may not precisely mimic properties of synapses in the intact mammalian brain.

To address these issues, we generated single and triple conditional knockout (cKO) lines of the three major neuroligins found in mouse brain^[@R8]--[@R10]^ (NL1, NL2, and NL3). NL1 is exclusively localized at excitatory synapses^[@R11]^; NL2 is selectively localized at inhibitory and cholinergic synapses^[@R12],[@R13]^; while NL3 is localized at both excitatory and inhibitory synapses^[@R1],[@R14]^. We did not examine NL4 because it is found at very low levels in mouse brain, and predominantly localizes to glycinergic synapses^[@R15]^. We chose to genetically delete neuroligins *in vivo* at two different developmental stages in hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons by stereotactically injecting viruses expressing Cre-recombinase. By deleting one or more neuroligins at P0 and analyzing acute slices \~3 weeks later, we could define the role of neuroligins in synapse formation and synapse maturation since P0-P14 is a time of robust synaptogenesis in CA1^[@R16],[@R17]^. By performing the same experiments after deleting one or more neuroligins at P21, a time at which synapse formation is largely complete, we could assess the role of neuroligins in mature synapses. These experimental procedures provide, arguably, the most biologically relevant and rigorous test of the role of neuroligins in synapse function since conditional genetic deletion *in vivo* minimizes the possibility of compensatory adaptations while performing the deletion in the intact brain. Our results demonstrate that neuroligins perform an essential role in long-term synaptic plasticity in the hippocampus and additionally contribute to shaping synapse properties and strength, but are expendable for synapse formation and maintenance both in developing and in mature neurons.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#S2}
=====================

Mouse lines {#S3}
-----------

All experiments were approved by the Administrative Panel on Laboratory Animal Care at Stanford University. All experiments used homozygous NL1, NL2, and NL3 single and triple cKO mice^[@R8]--[@R10]^ that were maintained on a mixed CD1/C57BL6 background except for the NL3 cKO line (pure C57BL6 background) and NL2 cKO line (pure CD1 background).

Stereotactic injections of lentiviruses {#S4}
---------------------------------------

Lentiviruses expressing eGFP-tagged Cre-recombinase driven by a ubiquitin promoter were procured from the Stanford Gene Vector and Virus Core and stereotactically injected into the CA1 region of the hippocampus as described^[@R18],[@R19]^. For P0 injections (coordinates: \~1.0 mm anterior to interaural; \~0.7 mm lateral to midline; depth of \~1.15 mm from the surface of the skull, with 0.5 μl lentivirus injected at 0.8 μl/min with a microinjection pump), pups were anesthetized on ice for 5 min and immobilized with tape on a mold that maintained the top surface of the skull horizontally. Procedures for virus injections at P21 were as previously described^[@R20]^. For vGAT quantification experiments 1.5 μl of lentivirus was injected unilaterally.

Electrophysiology {#S5}
-----------------

Mice were analyzed at P18-25 (P0 injections) or at P35-42 (P21 injections). Transverse hippocampal slices from dorsal hippocampus were cut^[@R20],[@R21]^ in a solution containing (in mM): 228 sucrose, 26 NaHCO~3~, 11 glucose, 2.5 KCl, 1 NaH~2~PO~4~, 7 MgSO~4~ and 0.5 CaCl~2~, and recovered in artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing (in mM): 119 NaCl, 26 NaHCO~3~, 11 glucose, 2.5 KCl, 1 NaH~2~PO~4~, 1.3 MgSO~4~ and 2.5 CaCl~2~. Cre-recombinase expressing cells were identified by eGFP epifluorescence; uninfected cells (eGFP negative) from the same slices were used as controls. The identity of recorded infected versus uninfected cells was confirmed by the eGFP signal in the nucleus which was pulled into the recording electrode after the recording. Whole-cell recordings were made using an internal solution containing (in mM): 140 CsMeSO~4~, 8 CsCl, 10 HEPES, 0.25 EGTA, 2 Mg~2~ATP, 0.3 Na~3~GTP, 0.1 spermine, 7 phosphocreatine (pH 7.25--7.3; osmolarity 294--298). For morphological reconstruction experiments, the internal solution additionally contained 0.2% biocytin. AMPAR-mediated mEPSCs were recorded with tetrodotoxin (TTX, 1 μM), D-APV (50 μM), and picrotoxin (PTX, 50 μM) in the ACSF. For GABA~A~R-mediated mIPSCs, CsMeSO~4~ was replaced by 140 mM CsCl in the internal soultion and TTX, CNQX (20 μM), and D-APV (50 μM) were added to the ACSF. A theta glass pipette filled with ACSF was placed in the stratum radiatum to evoke EPSCs in CA1 pyramidal cells. PTX was included in extracellular ACSF in all experiments examining excitatory synaptic transmission. Stimulation pulses were delivered every 10 s. NMDAR/AMPAR ratios were calculated as the averaged NMDAR-mediated EPSC (20 trials, measured at 50 ms after the onset of EPSCs at +40 mV) divided by the averaged AMPAR-mediated EPSC (20 trials, measured as the peak amplitude of EPSCs at −70 mV). Two pulses at different intervals (20, 50,100, 200, 500 ms) were delivered to calculate paired pulse ratios (PPR). To induce NMDAR-dependent LTP, after collecting a 5--10 min baseline 2 trains of high frequency stimulation (100 Hz, 1s) separated by 20 s were delivered while clamping the postsynaptic cell at 0 mV^[@R20]^. To induce NMDAR-independent LTP^[@R22]^, twenty postsynaptic depolarization pulses (80 mV, 1 s separated by 6 s) were applied to cells clamped at −70 mV. 5 μM Bay K8644 (an L-type calcium channel activator) and 50 μM APV were included in the ACSF. All drugs were obtained from Tocris except tetanus-toxin light chain (List Biological Laboratories).

Immunohistochemistry {#S6}
--------------------

Immunohistochemical experiments were performed as previously described^[@R10]^. Briefly, triple NL123 floxed mice (\~P21) were anesthetized with isoflurane, perfused with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in 0.1 M PBS via a perfusion pump (2 ml/min). Perfused brains were post-fixed in 4% PFA for 2 h at room temperature (RT) then cryoprotected in 30% sucrose (in 1× PBS) for 24 h at 4°C. Coronal brain sections (30 μm) were cryo-sectioned at −20°C (Leica CM1050). Sections were serially washed with PBS and incubated in blocking solution (0.3 % Triton X-100 and 5 % goat serum in PBS) for 1 h at RT, and incubated for 24 h at 4 °C with primary antibodies diluted in PBS (anti-vGAT, 1:500, rabbit, Synaptic Systems). Sections were washed 4 times (15 min each time) in PBS, treated with secondary antibodies (1:1000, Alexa 555, Invitrogen) at 4°C overnight, and washed 4 times (15 min each time) again in PBS. Sections were then mounted on superfrost slides and covered with mounting media (Vectashield, Vector Labs). For triple NL123 cKO group, only slices with robust virus infection were selected for imaging. Single plane images (at 1024 x 1024 resolution) from hippocampal CA1 region were acquired using a Nikon confocal microscope (A1Rsi) with a 60x oil objective (PlanApo, NA1.4). All acquisition parameters were kept constant among different conditions within experiments. Image backgrounds were normalized, and immunoreactive elements were analyzed with Nikon analysis software. The density of vGAT positive puncta in striatum pyramidale (40 μm X 40 μm) and striatum radiatum (40 μm X 60 μm) were automatically analyzed using the same setting for both control and cKO images.

For spine imaging experiments, slices were fixed after electrophysiology experiments with 4% PFA in PBS for 2 h, washed 3 times (15 min each time) with PBS, and sequentially incubated at room temperature with PBS containing 10% goat serum/0.5% Triton X-100 for 1 h, and with PBS containing streptavidin (Alexa Fluor 594 conjugate, 1:1000, Invitrogen) for 2 h. Slices were washed 3 times (15 min each time) in PBS, mounted, and analyzed by 3D-imaging of dendrites using the same confocal microscope. For every labeled neuron, 5--8 regions of interest (10 μm diameter) from different secondary/tertiary dendrites were selected for manual spine counting on anonymized images.

RESULTS {#S7}
=======

Conditional deletion of neuroligins at P0 reduces inhibitory but not excitatory synapse formation {#S8}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To define the requisite roles of NL1-3 in synapse formation, maturation and function, we used mice containing cKO alleles of NL1, NL2 and NL3 that were generated using standard approaches^[@R8]--[@R10]^ ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Lentiviruses expressing eGFP-tagged cre-recombinase were stereotactically injected into the CA1 region of the hippocampus at P0, and whole-cell recordings from infected and uninfected cells were made from acute slices prepared at P18-25 ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Using modest titers of lentivirus, we obtained sparse infectivity ([Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) that allowed recordings in the same slice from control and neuroligin-deficient neurons.

The triple NL123 cKO at PO caused \~50% reduction in mean mIPSC frequency with a clear right-shift in the cumulative distribution of mIPSC inter-event intervals and only a minor decrease in mIPSC amplitudes ([Fig. 1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Accordingly, immunostaining for GABAergic synapses showed a \~30% decreased number of vGAT puncta in the CA1 pyramidal cell layer and stratum radiatum in NL123 cKO mice ([Fig 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). To assess the relative contributions of NL2 and NL3, which are both expressed at inhibitory synapses^[@R13],[@R14]^, we repeated this analysis in single NL2 and NL3 cKOs. The NL2 cKO phenocopied the NL123 cKO ([Fig. S1A](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Surprisingly, NL3 cKO at P0 caused a modest increase in mIPSC frequency but no change in mIPSC amplitudes ([Fig. S1B](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In marked contrast to the effects on mIPSCs, the triple NL123 cKO had no detectable effect on the frequency or amplitude of AMPA receptor (AMPAR)-mediated mEPSCs ([Fig. 1F](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, the triple NL123 cKO at P0 had no effect on the density of dendritic spines on secondary and tertiary dendritic branches of CA1 pyramidal neurons ([Fig. 1G](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, neuroligins are not required for the formation of excitatory synapses or function of AMPARs on CA1 pyramidal neurons during early postnatal development, but are required for the development of normal inhibitory synaptic function.

Neuroligins play a modest role in mature inhibitory and excitatory synapse function {#S9}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To evaluate whether neuroligins play a requisite role in the maintenance of function at mature inhibitory and excitatory synapses on CA1 pyramidal neurons, we injected Cre-expressing lentivirus at P21 into triple NL123 cKO mice and prepared acute slices 2--3 weeks later ([Fig 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Unexpectedly, this manipulation caused only very small decreases in both mIPSC frequency and mIPSC amplitudes ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). To assess the relative contributions of NL2 and NL3 in the maintenance of inhibitory synapse function, we repeated this analysis in single NL2 and NL3 cKOs. The NL2 cKO showed a small decrease in the amplitudes of mIPSCs without any change in their frequency ([Fig. S2A](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) while NL3 cKO at P21 caused no changes in either mIPSC amplitude or frequency ([Fig. S2B](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) thus specifying a redundant role for NL2 and NL3 in inhibitory synapse maintenance and a role for NL2 alone in the functioning of these synapses in adult mice. The genetic deletion of NL123 or NL1 alone at P21 had no detectable effects on mEPSC frequency or amplitude ([Fig. 2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [S3A](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Morphological analysis revealed that spine density was also not altered by NL123 KO at P21 ([Fig. 2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) Thus, neuroligins are not necessary for maintaining a normal complement of excitatory synapses on CA1 pyramidal cells and play only a minor role in maintaining inhibitory synaptic function.

NL1 cKO at P0 and P21 reduces NMDAR-mediated synaptic transmission {#S10}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Previous work using constitutive NL1 KO mice or NL1 KD approaches demonstrated a critical role for NL1 in maintaining a normal complement of NMDARs, as measured by changes in NMDAR EPSCs^[@R7],\ [@R23]--[@R27]^. Consistent with these findings, the triple NL123 cKO at P0 caused \~40% decrease in the ratio of NMDAR- to AMPAR EPSCs (NMDAR:AMPAR ratio; [Fig. 3A, B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This decrease was entirely due to the loss of NL1 as the NL1 cKO phenocopied the decrease in the NMDAR:AMPAR ratio, whereas the NL3 cKO did not ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This finding was further validated by a \~35% decrease in the input-output relationship for NMDAR EPSCs without any change in the input-output relationship for AMPAR EPSCs in the NL1 cKO ([Fig. S3B](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The lack of an effect in the NL3 cKO is consistent with previous results obtained in NL3 constitutive KO mice^[@R28]^, demonstrating that NL3 cannot compensate for the loss of NL1 in CA1 pyramidal cells.

To examine whether the triple NL123 cKO influences presynaptic function via trans-synaptic interactions, we measured paired-pulse ratios (PPRs) of AMPAR EPSCs, which inversely correlate with presynaptic release probability^[@R29]^. The NL123 cKO had no effect on PPRs examined at multiple inter-stimulus intervals ([Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Essentially identical results were obtained when the triple NL123 cKO and the single NL1 and NL3 cKOs were analyzed after injections of Cre lentivirus at P21 ([Fig. 3D, E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Neither NL1 nor NL3 cKO at P21 showed any changes in PPRs, confirming that deletion of neuroligins has no effect on presynaptic release probability ([Fig. S4](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Thus, at excitatory synapses on CA1 pyramidal cells NL1 is required for the development and maintenance of normal NMDAR-mediated synaptic transmission.

NL1 cKO blocks long-term potentiation (LTP) {#S11}
-------------------------------------------

Constitutive KO of NL1 impairs LTP in CA1 pyramidal neurons^[@R30],\ [@R31]^, yet microRNA mediated KD of NL1 in mature hippocampus had no effect on LTP at these same CA1 synapses^[@R27],[@R30]^. To address whether neuroligins are in fact required for this classic form of synaptic plasticity, we genetically deleted NL123 at P0 ([Fig. 4A--D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and P21 ([Fig. 4E--H](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Strikingly, we found that at both ages, LTP was, on average, completely blocked. This block was entirely due to the loss of NL1 as the single NL1 but not NL3 cKO at P21 phenocopied the block of LTP ([Fig. 4I--P](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

Given that the genetic deletions of neuroligins, which blocked LTP, also caused a decrease in NMDAR EPSCs, an obvious possibility is that the block of LTP is due to the \~40% decrease in NMDAR-mediated synaptic transmission. To address this possibility, we first identified a concentration of D-APV (2 μM) that reduced isolated NMDAR-EPSCs and NMDAR charge transfer during high frequency stimulation by \~50% ([Fig. S5A, B](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). At this concentration of D-APV, LTP was not blocked, although its magnitude was reduced ([Fig. 5*A--D*](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, this experiment suggested that the block in LTP was independent of the effect of the neuroligin ablation on NMDARs, but is not conclusive given the partial effect.

To more definitively explore the importance of the decrease in NMDAR EPSCs in contributing to the block of LTP caused by neuroligin KO, we used a method that induces LTP in an NMDAR-independent manner. In this protocol, NMDARs are blocked pharmacologically by high concentrations of AP5 (50 μM). Potentiation of AMPAR-EPSCs is then elicited by repetitive activation of voltage-gated Ca^2+^-channels (VGCCs), primarily L-type Ca^2+^-channels^[@R22],[@R32],[@R33]^4 ([Fig. S6](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). VGCC LTP was prevented by loading cells with tetanus toxin (TeTx) ([Fig. 5E--H](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), which cleaves synaptobrevin-2 in a manner similar to botulinum toxin that blocks NMDAR-dependent LTP when loaded in CA1 pyramidal cells^[@R34]^. These results suggest that similar to NMDAR-dependent LTP, VGCC LTP also requires SNARE-mediated exocytosis, which is presumably used for the delivery of AMPARs to the plasma membrane^[@R35]^. Importantly, the NL1 cKO also completely blocked VGCC LTP ([Fig. 5I--L](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Together, these results strongly suggest that NL1 plays a critical role in LTP in CA1 pyramidal cells independent of its influence on NMDARs.

DISCUSSION {#S12}
==========

Neuroligins are postsynaptic cell-adhesion molecules that are ubiquitously present at excitatory and inhibitory synapses, are genetically associated with several neuropsychiatric disorders, and appear to play complex roles in synapse function^[@R1]--[@R6]^. Despite decades of work, the specific roles of neuroligins in synapse formation and synaptic function remain uncertain, even controversial (see ref. [@R7] for a summary). Both methodological differences and biologically relevant factors likely contribute to the variability in results obtained with molecular manipulations of neuroligins. Knockdown of neuroligins in culture and *in vivo* using shRNAs or microRNAs has proved useful but suffers from possible off-target effects and incomplete loss of targeted proteins. Constitutive knockout of neuroligins eliminates the targeted proteins but allows compensatory developmental adaptations. Thus, using a conditional KO approach currently provides the optimal manipulation by allowing complete genetic deletion of the targeted proteins in individual cells in a temporally controlled fashion. For proteins such as neuroligins, which may play distinct roles at different developmental stages, the ability to control the time point at which they are genetically eliminated is particularly important. However, even with conditional genetic deletion approaches, because it takes some time for the gene to be deleted and endogenous proteins to degrade, compensatory adaptations may still occur.

Using single and triple cKOs of NL1, NL2, and NL3, we examined their requisite roles in excitatory and inhibitory synapse formation and function in hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons. We chose to study these specific synapses because they are, arguably, the most extensively studied synapses in the mammalian brain. By expressing cre-recombinase *in vivo* at two different ages (P0 and P21), we were able to address the role of neuroligins in both synapse formation and mature synaptic function. Examining sparsely infected neurons enabled us to assess neuroligin functions under conditions where mutant neurons are surrounded by, and competing with, adjacent wild-type neurons. In this approach, our goal was to define, in the most rigorous fashion possible, the requisite synaptic roles of neuroligins.

Consistent with previous analyses of constitutive triple NL123 KO mice^[@R36]^, cKO of NL123 did not affect excitatory synapse formation or maintenance as assessed by measurements of dendritic spine density and mEPSCs. Also in line with previous studies^[@R8],[@R12],[@R37]--[@R40]^, we found that the triple NL123 cKO at P0 caused a robust decrease in mIPSC frequency and VGAT puncta density, likely due to the loss of NL2, the deletion of which alone largely phenocopied the triple NL123 cKO. It was surprising that NL3 cKO at P0 caused a small increase in mIPSC frequency. This may occur because NL3 modestly impairs inhibitory synapse formation or function when present alone at these inhibitory synapses. Alternatively, in the absence of NL3, NL2 may be able to stimulate inhibitory synapse formation and function more robustly. It is also conceivable that despite the use of cKO lines, the cre-recombinase mediated deletion allows sufficient time for compensatory adaptations to occur. Furthermore, since the genetic backgrounds of the NL3 cKO line and NL2 cKO line are different than the other cKO lines, it is formally possible that the synaptic effects of neuroligin deletion are influenced by the background genetic strain in which the deletion is performed. Despite these caveats, the *in vivo* conditional KO approach we have taken here clearly allows a much more rigorous test of the requisite function of neuroligins than previous attempts using KD or constitutive KO approaches.

In contrast to previous studies in which neuroligins were deleted in other brain regions, NL123 cKO at P21 in the hippocampus had only modest effects on inhibitory synaptic transmission. However, consistent with previous work using neuroligin KD and constitutive KO approaches^[@R23]--[@R25]^, cKO of NL123 at both P0 and P21 caused a large decrease in the ratio of NMDAR- to AMPAR EPSCs combined with a lack of effect on AMPAR-mediated mEPSCs. This decrease in synaptic NMDAR number and/or function was entirely due to loss of NL1 since cKO of NL1, but not cKO of NL3, phenocopied these synaptic changes.

Arguably, our most interesting finding is that the triple NL123 cKO, due to deletion of NL1, profoundly impairs LTP in CA1 pyramidal cells at both P0 and, importantly, at P21 after synapses are fully mature. Although impairments of LTP following neuroligin KD or KO have been reported^[@R23],[@R25],[@R27],[@R30],[@R31]^, previous work had produced conflicting conclusions, possibly because of the approaches used. Our data establish that NL1 is essential for LTP independent of development. The simplest explanation for the apparent difference in our results from previous ones using a knockdown of NL1^[@R27]^ is that the NL1 knockdown in mature CA1 pyramidal cells did not reduce NL1 levels sufficiently to detect its critical role in LTP.

The fact that NL1 is essential for maintaining NMDAR responses^[@R24]^ raises the obvious possibility that the loss of LTP in NL1-deficient pyramidal neurons is a secondary effect of smaller NMDAR-mediated synaptic currents. Surprisingly, our data show that this is not the case. First, pharmacologically reducing NMDAR-mediated transmission to a degree greater than the reduction caused by NL1 deletion reduced the magnitude of LTP to a degree much less than the complete block caused by NL1 cKO ([Fig. 5A--D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Second, activation of voltage-dependent Ca^2+^-channels to bypass NMDARs elicited a robust LTP in control neurons that was eliminated by cKO of NL1 ([Fig. 5I--L](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This form of LTP is incompletely understood^[@R22],[@R32],[@R33]^, but our results show that it is completely blocked by tetanus-toxin mediated cleavage of the SNARE-protein synaptobrevin-2 similar to NMDAR-dependent LTP^[@R34]^, suggesting a similar cellular mechanism induced by a different calcium source. The apparently independent effects of the NL1 cKO on NMDAR-mediated synaptic transmission and LTP demonstrate that NL1 is a critical component of the molecular machinery that underlies synaptic plasticity in CA1 pyramidal cells. It seems likely that NL1 enables LTP by recruiting crucial cytoplasmic proteins to synaptic junctions such as PSD95, which directly binds to NL1^[@R41]^. In this manner, NL1 constitutes a central component of the postsynaptic machinery.

In summary, using a rigorous conditional KO approach, our data provide evidence for the following conclusions (summarized in [Fig. S7](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). First, neuroligins are not absolutely necessary for the formation or maintenance of excitatory synapses on CA1 pyramidal cell dendritic spines, even if the mutant neuron is surrounded by wild-type neurons. Second, NL1 is essential for normal NMDAR-mediated synaptic transmission, presumably by influencing the numbers of synaptic NMDARs. The same decrease in NMDAR-mediated EPSCs was seen in slices of the basolateral amygdala following NL1 KD^[@R23]^, suggesting that this function of NL1 applies to many different cell types. Third, neuroligins make only a modest contribution to excitatory synaptic strength, but a much more significant contribution to inhibitory synaptic strength^[@R8],[@R9]^. Fourth, at least in CA1 pyramidal neurons, NL1 plays a mandatory role in LTP, and this function of NL1 is independent of its influence on NMDARs. Although much work remains to be done to elucidate the molecular mechanisms underlying the ubiquitous and cell-type specific roles of neuroligins in excitatory and inhibitory synaptic function, these results provide a framework that can form the basis for specialized future studies.
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======================
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![Sparse deletion of Neuroligins from hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons during postnatal development produces impairments in inhibitory but not fast excitatory synaptic transmission\
(**A**) Schematic diagram of the NL cKO alleles.\
(**B**) Experimental design for injections at P0, followed by experimental analyses at postnatal P18--25.\
(**C**) Representative images of the hippocampus from a P0 injected mouse (left) and of sparsely infected CA1-region neurons (right; blue, DAPI; green, GFP). In all experiments, non-infected neurons served as controls for adjacent infected neurons in the same slices.\
(**D**) Analysis of mIPSCs in triple NL123 cKO neurons. Left, representative traces; middle, cumulative distribution of the mIPSC inter-event interval (inset: data points from individual cells and means of mIPSC frequency); right, cumulative distribution of mIPSC amplitudes (inset: data points from individual cells and mean mIPSC amplitudes).\
(**E**) vGAT staining in stratum pyramidale and stratum radiatum of hippocampal CA1 region. Left, low resolution images showing without (top, control) and with (bottom, cKO) robust infection of Ub-eGFP-Cre lentivirus, scale bar: 200 μm; Middle, high resolution images from the white box in control and cKO slices used for analysis, scale bar: 50 μm; Group data showing that the density of inhibitory synapses in stratum pyramidale and stratum radiatum of CA1 region was decreased in triple NL123 cKO.\
(**F**) Same as **D**, but for mEPSCs in triple NL123 cKO neurons.\
(**G**) NL123 deletion in newborn mice does not change the spine density of CA1 pyramidal cells. Left, representative images of biocytin-labeled CA1 pyramidal neurons after patch-clamp recording, with a lower and higher magnification images shown side by side (calibration bars: 50 μm and 2 μm, respectively); middle, cumulative distribution of spine density (control: 173 dendrites/22 neurons; cKO: 77 dendrites/10 NL123 cKO pyramidal neurons); right, summary graph of mean spine densities with data points from individual neurons.\
Data in summary graphs are means ± SEM; statistical comparisons were performed with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (cumulative distributions) or student's t-test (\*, p\<0.05; \*\*, p\<0.01; \*\*\*, p\<0.001; non-significant comparisons are not labeled). Numbers indicate number of cells/mice examined.](nihms765523f1){#F1}

![Sparse deletion of Neuroligins from mature hippocampal CA1 pyramidal neurons in juvenile mice causes similar but less severe phenotypes as deletions in developing neurons\
(**A**) Experimental design for injections at P21, followed by experimental analyses from P35 onwards.\
(**B**) Analysis of mIPSCs in triple NL123 cKO neurons. Left, representative traces; middle, cumulative distribution of the mIPSC inter-event interval (inset: data points from individual cells and means of mIPSC frequency); right, cumulative distribution of mIPSC amplitudes (inset: data points from individual cells and mean mIPSC amplitudes).\
(**C**) Same as B, but for mEPSCs.\
(**D**) NL123 deletion in juvenile mice also does not change the spine density of CA1 pyramidal cells. Left, representative images of biocytin-stained CA1 pyramidal neurons after patch-clamp recording, with a lower and higher magnification images shown side by side (calibration bars: 50 μm and 2 μm, respectively); middle, cumulative distribution of spine density (control: 100 dendrites/13 neurons; cKO: 45 dendrites/6 NL123 cKO pyramidal neurons); right, summary graph of mean spine densities with data points from individual neurons.\
Data in summary graphs are means ± SEM; statistical comparisons were performed with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (cumulative distributions) or student's t-test (\*, p\<0.05; \*\*, p\<0.01; \*\*\*, p\<0.001; non-significant comparisons are not labeled). Numbers indicate number of cells/mice examined.](nihms765523f2){#F2}

![Single NL1 but not NL3 deletion significantly reduces NMDAR-mediated synaptic transmission in developing and juvenile CA1 pyramidal neurons\
(**A**) Experimental design for conditional NL deletions in developing mice using P0 injections.\
(**B**) Measurements of the ratio of NMDAR- to AMPAR-mediated EPSCs in CA1 pyramidal neurons in triple NL123 cKO (left) and NL1 (middle) and NL3 single cKO mice (right). AMPAR-mediated EPSCs were quantified as peak EPSC amplitude monitored at -70 mV; NMDAR-mediated EPSCs were quantified as the EPSC amplitude at 50 ms after presynaptic stimulation monitored at +40 mV. Top, representative traces; bottom, summary plots of mean NMDAR/AMPAR ratios and the values from individual neurons\
(**C**) Paired pulse ratio (PPR) of EPSCs was not changed in triple NL123 cKO neurons. Top, representative traces; bottom, summary plot of mean PPRs as a function of the inter-stimulus interval (n = 16 control neurons/5 mice and 14 cKO neurons/5 mice, respectively).\
(**D**) Experimental design for conditional NL deletions in juvenile mice using P21 injections.\
(**E**) Same as B, but for juvenile mice.\
(**F**) Same as C, but for juvenile mice (n = 10 control neurons/3 mice and 10 cKO neurons/3 mice, respectively).\
Data in summary graphs are means ± SEM; statistical comparisons were performed with student's t-test (\*, p\<0.05; \*\*, p\<0.01; \*\*\*, p\<0.001; non-significant comparisons are not labeled). Numbers indicate number of cells/mice examined.](nihms765523f3){#F3}

![NL123 triple and NL1 single deletion but not NL3 deletion abolishes NMDAR-dependent LTP in CA1 pyramidal neurons\
(**A**) Representative LTP experiments in a control (left) and NL123 cKO neuron (right) at P18 after lentiviral deletion of Neuroligins at P0. Top, sample traces; bottom, plots of the EPSC amplitude as a function of time before (yellow background) and after the LTP induction stimulus (2 trains of 100 Hz for 1 s with the cell depolarized to 0mV, separated by 20 s).\
(**B**) Summary plot of LTP shows LTP was completely blocked in triple NL123 cKO following P0 lentiviral injection.\
(**C**) Cumulative distribution of normalized LTP magnitud at 35-40 min after LTP induction.\
(**D**) Summary graph of the mean LTP magnitude at 35-40 min after LTP induction.\
(**E**--**H**), same as (A--D), except for the triple NL123 cKO was induced by lentiviral infection of CA1 pyramidal neurons in juvenile mice at P21.\
(**I**--**L**), same as (E--H), except for the NL1 single cKO at P21.\
(**M**--**P**), same as (E--H), except for the NL3 single cKO at P21.\
Data in summary graphs are means ± SEM; statistical comparisons were performed with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (cumulative distributions) or student's t-test (\*, p\<0.05; \*\*, p\<0.01; \*\*\*, p\<0.001; non-significant comparisons are not labeled). Numbers indicate number of cells/mice examined.](nihms765523f4){#F4}

![NL1 cKO abolishes NMDAR-independent LTP in juvenile mice\
(**A**) Representative LTP experiments in wild-type mice showing that partial inhibition of NMDARs with AP5 (2 μM) impairs, but does not block, LTP induced by a standard induction protocol (2 trains of 100 Hz for 1 s separated by 20 s). Top, sample traces; bottom, plots of the EPSC amplitude as a function of time before (yellow background) and after the LTP induction stimulus.\
(**B**) Summary plot of LTP in wild-type mice showing that this low dose of AP5 impaired, but did not block, LTP induced by a standard induction protocol.\
(**C**) Cumulative distribution of normalized LTP magnitude at 35--40 min after LTP induction for B.\
(**D**) Summary graph of the mean LTP magnitude at 35--40 min after LTP induction for B.\
(**E**) Representative LTP experiments in wild-type mice using an NMDAR-independent induction protocol and demonstrating that similar to NMDAR-dependent LTP, NMDAR-independent LTP is also inhibited by postsynaptic tetanus-toxin (TeTx) light chain (right, 100 nM tetanus-toxin in the pipette solution). LTP was induced by 20 postsynaptic depolarizations (80 mV, 1 s separated by 6 s) in the presence of 50 μM AP5 and 5 μM Bay K 8644 Top, sample traces; bottom, plots of the EPSC amplitude as a function of time before (yellow background) and after the LTP induction stimulus.\
(**F**) Summary plot of LTP induced by L-type Ca^2+^-channel mediated Ca^2+^-influx under continuous NMDAR-inhibition in control cells from wild-type mice, and its inhibition by tetanus toxin light chain.\
(**G**) Cumulative distribution of normalized LTP magnitude at 35--40 min after LTP induction for F.\
(**H**) Summary graph of the mean LTP magnitude at 35--40 min after LTP induction for F.\
(**I**--**L**) Same as E--H, but comparing control neurons to NL1 cKO neurons produced by stereotactic lentiviral injection at P21.\
Data in summary graphs are means ± SEM; statistical comparisons were performed with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (cumulative distributions) or student's t-test (\*, p\<0.05; \*\*, p\<0.01; \*\*\*, p\<0.001; non-significant comparisons are not labeled). Numbers indicate number of cells/mice examined.](nihms765523f5){#F5}
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